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Rebel Code 2009-02-18 open source began as the mantra of a small group of idealistic hackers and has blossomed
into the all important slogan for progressive business and computing this fast moving narrative starts at ground
zero with the dramatic incubation of open source software by linux and its enigmatic creator linus torvalds
with firsthand accounts it describes how a motley group of programmers managed to shake up the computing
universe and cause a radical shift in thinking for the post microsoft era a powerful and engaging tale of
innovation versus big business rebel code chronicles the race to create and perfect open source software and
provides the ideal perch from which to explore the changes that cyberculture has engendered in our society
based on over fifty interviews with open source protagonists such as torvalds and open source guru richard
stallman rebel code captures the voice and the drama behind one of the most significant business trends in
recent memory
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こそが技術革新につながるという議論を展開し ネットについても著作権侵害のツールという面だけが強調されることが多かった 本書はこれにまっ
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���������� 2002 given our increasing dependency on computing technology in daily business processes
and the growing opportunity to use engineering technologies to engage in illegal unauthorized and unethical
acts aimed at corporate infrastructure every organization is at risk cyber forensics a field manual for collecting
examining and preserving evidence o
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������������� ����������������������� The Starfish and the spider 2021-11-19 until
recently issues of intellectual property were relegated to the experts attorneys legal scholars rightsholders and
technology developers who wrangled over interpretations and enforcement of copyright patent and
trademark protections but in today s knowledge based economy intellectual property protection has taken on
fundamentally new proportions as a subject of urgency for businesses whose survival depends on protection of
their intangible assets and as a subject of cultural importance that grabs front page headlines as the controversy
over napster and high profile revelations of plagiarism for example have illustrated this landmark set of essays
brings new clarity to the issues as societies around the world grapple with the intricacies and complexities of
intellectual property and its impact on business law policy and culture featuring insights from leading scholars
and practitioners intellectual property and information wealth provides rigorous analysis historical context and



emerging practical applications from the public private and non profit sectors volume 1 focuses on protections
to novels films sound recordings computer programs and other creative products and covers such issues as
authorship duration of copyright fair use of copyrighted materials and the implications of the internet and peer
to peer file sharing volume 2 explains the fundamental protections to inventors of devices mechanical processes
chemical compounds and other inventions and examines such issues as the scope and limits of patent protection
research exemptions and infringement ip in the software and biotech industries and trade secrets volume 3
looks at the protections to distinctive symbols and signs including brand names and unique product designs and
features chapters on consumer protection trademark and the first amendment brand licensing publicity and
cultural images and domain names volume 4 takes the discussion to the global level addressing a wide range of
issues including not only enforcement of ip protections across borders but also their implications for
international trade and investment economic development human rights and public health
Intellectual Property and Information Wealth 2006-12-30 the free and open source software foss movement
demonstrates how labour can self organise production and as is shown by the free operating system gnu linux
even compete with some of the worlds largest firms the book examines the hopes of such thinkers as friedrich
schiller karl marx herbert marcuse and antonio negri in the light of the recent achievements of the hacker
movement this book is the first to examine a different kind of political activism that consists in the
development of technology from below
Ideas on Liberty 2002 the book wraps up with a look at the legal effects both positive and negative of open
source free software licensing
Hacking Capitalism 2015-12-22 studienarbeit aus dem jahr 2007 im fachbereich informatik software note 1 2
duale hochschule baden württemberg mannheim früher berufsakademie mannheim veranstaltung
systementwicklung 19 quellen im literaturverzeichnis sprache deutsch abstract diese studienarbeit beschäftigt
sich mit dem freien betriebssystem linux im ersten teil wird betrachtet wie die nachfrage nach solch einem
betriebssystem überhaupt entstanden ist und wie es letztendlich ein damaliger junger informatik student
schaffte mit linux die welt zu revolutionieren die von bekannten wissenschaftlern geäußerte kritik bezüglich
der technischen reife von linux wird ebenso diskutiert wie die kritik gegenüber den sozialen aspekten und
das in frage stellen der sinnhaftigkeit von freier software ein neuer anreiz zur diskussion dieses themas
entstand bei der veröffentlichung der neuen general public license gpl version 3 im juni 2007 sogar bei
verfechtern der freien software stoßen einige neue und veränderte punkte der version 3 auf starke ablehnung
letztendlich war es aber auch ein verdienst der free software foundation fsf mit der gpl in version 1 und 2
welche die starke ausbreitung und durchsetzung von linux erst ermöglichte mittlerweile kommt linux sogar
auf eingebetteten systemen wie zum beispiel einem router zum einsatz aufgrund der sich daduch ergebenden
möglichkeiten wird im zweiten teil der arbeit in einem versuch geprüft ob und wie es möglich sein wird
einen auf linux firmware basierenden router seinem eigentlichen zweck zu entfremden ziel dieses vorhabens
ist es auf dem ursprünglichen router einen webserver zu installieren zu konfigurieren und zu betreiben
welcher auch die generierung dynamischer webseiten am beispiel php unterstützt
Understanding Open Source and Free Software Licensing 2004-08-16 this comprehensive tutorial and
reference covers all the basics of php 5 a popular open source scripting language and mysql 4 012 the most
popular open source database engine explores why users need php and mysql how to get started how to add
php to html and how to connect html pages to mysql offers an extensive tutorial for developing applications



with php and mysql includes coverage of how to install administer and design mysql databases independently
of php exception and error handling debugging techniques postgresql database system and pear database
functions the authors provide unique case studies of how and where to use php drawn from their own
extensive experience
Long range planning 2009-01-08 one of the most followed antitrust cases of recent times united states v apple
reveals an often missed truth what americans most fear is competition itself in 2012 the department of justice
accused apple and five book publishers of conspiring to fix ebook prices the evidence overwhelmingly showed
an unadorned price fixing conspiracy that cost consumers hundreds of millions of dollars yet before during and
after the trial millions of americans sided with the defendants pundits on the left and right condemned the
government for its decision to sue decrying amazon s market share railing against a new high tech economy
and rallying to defend beloved authors and publishers for many amazon was the one that should have been put
on trial but why one fact went unrecognized and unreckoned with in practice americans have long been
ambivalent about competition chris sagers a renowned antitrust expert meticulously pulls apart the
misunderstandings and exaggerations that industries as diverse as mom and pop grocers and producers of cast
iron sewer pipes have cited to justify colluding to forestall competition in each of these cases antitrust law a
time honored vehicle to promote competition is put on the defensive herein lies the real insight of united
states v apple if we desire competition as a policy we must make peace with its sometimes rough consequences
as bruising as markets in their ordinary operation often seem letting market forces play out has almost always
benefited the consumer united states v apple shows why supporting cases that protect price competition even
when doing so hurts some of us is crucial if antitrust law is to protect and maintain markets
Linux in eingebetteten Systemen 2004-04-26 computer confluenceis more than a book it s the confluence of
three media resources an illustrated textbook a state of the art cd rom and up to the minute web site computer
confluencegoes beyond computer concepts and explores the promise and problems of information technology
how it affects people and society and the future since 1994 thousands of students have been introduced to
computers through the authors unique approach after an illustrative introductory chapter on computer basics
the book covers such topics as hardware and software basics graphics digital media and software media
networking and telecommunication security and risks and the internet and world wide web an excellent
reference resource for anyone interested in computers and computer concepts
PHP5 and MySQL Bible 2001 leading author presents a critical introduction to the world bank ideal for
students
LRP 2003 winner of the mla s mina p shaugnessy prize for an outstanding work in the fields of language
culture literacy or literature with strong application to the teaching of english focusing largely on the
controversial website wikipedia the author explores the challenges confronting teachers of college writing in
the increasingly electronic and networked writing environments their students use every day rather than
praising or condemning that site for its role as an encyclopedia cummings instead sees it as a site for online
collaboration between writers and a way to garner audience for student writing applying an understanding of
commons based peer production theory as developed by yochai benkler this text is arranged around the
following propositions commons based peer production is a novel economic phenomenon which informs our
current teaching model and describes a method for making sense of future electronic developments college
writers are motivated to do their best work when they write for an authentic audience external to the class



writing for a networked knowledge community invites students to participate in making knowledge rather
than only consuming it a plan for integrating networked writing for an external audience helps students
understand the transition from high school to college writing allowing students to review and self select points
of entry into electronic discourse fosters laziness or a new work dynamic where writers seek to better
understand their own creativity in terms of a project s demands lazy virtues offers networked writing
assignments to foster development of student writers by exposing them to the demands of professional
audiences asking them to identify and assess their own creative impulses in terms of a project s needs and
removing the writing teacher from the role of sole audience
Choice 2019-09-17 the report investigates a legal framework that supports open access to australian academic
and research outputs such as datasets articles and electronic theses and dissertations the report explains that
with the rise of networked digital technologies our knowledge landscape and innovation system is
increasingly reliant on best practice copyright management strategies
United States v. Apple 2005 the suse linux 9 bible will teach the reader how to run linux on a suse desktop and
in an enterprise environment
Computer Confluence 2001 we think is about what the rise of these phenomena not all to do with the internet
means for the way we organise ourselves not just in digital businesses but in schools and hospitals cities and
mainstream corporations for the point of the industrial era economy was mass production for mass consumption
the formula created by henry ford but these new forms of mass creative collaboration announce the arrival of a
new kind of society in which people want to be players not spectators this is a huge cultural shift for in this
new economy people want not services and goods delivered to them but tools so they can take part in we
think charles leadbeater analyses not only these changes but how they will affect us and how we can make the
most of them just as in the 1980s his in search of work predicted the rise of more flexible employment here he
outlines a crucial shift that is already affecting all of us
Software Development 2009-04-15 covers why users need php how to get started how to add php to html and
how to connect html pages to mysql or oracle databases authors have extensive experience using php and
provide case studies of how and where to use php covers advanced topics such as http cookies services
redirection building graphics and sessions
Cyberchiefs 1999 illuminating the reality of worldwide access to information this expanded three volume set is
a one stop resource for internet history biographies of key figures and analysis of how the internet operates the
first version of this reference won the rusa award for outstanding reference source in 2000 now expanded to
three volumes the new edition includes a fully revised and extended chronology volume a volume of
biographies and a volume with articles analyzing key internet issues the set also offers many fascinating tidbits
about the internet including the fact that the phrase surfing the internet was coined in 1992 by librarian jean
armour polly in an article in the wilson library bulletin this set covers the earliest roots of the internet from
events dating as far back as the 1800s and the invention of the telephone all the way to the founding of news
agencies the first steps toward digital computing and the development of computing technology
telecommunications and media this work will be of interest to students of mass media gender business and
social history as well as technology includes a chronology with 200 entries and sidebars that begins in the 19th
century the chronology volume contains an extensive bibliography with hundreds of suggestions for further
research provides a glossary of internet related acronyms and technological terms the issues and biography



volumes have lengthy further reading sections that follow every article
New Scientist 2002 divethnographic study of the programmers engineers and hackers who have shaped the
internet since the 1970s and the battles that have been waged amongst them over the development of open
source software div
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